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                            Beautifully Elevated stoneware high deep tile

                        

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                        

                                        Anmol Ceramic brings you new range of extraordinary designs to its highly acclaimed 300x600 mm & 300X450MM elevation tiles collection.


The series now stand as the most creatively exuberant series waiting to revolutionize exterior elevation.


they are also suitable for both indoor and outdoor application, making them versatile and highly commendable.
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                                        Innovative Design and Rich Texture 
                                         
                                         Which Makes You Feel in Heaven
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                                        CRAFTED TO EXPRESS CREATIVITY THROUGH CERAMIC INNOVATION

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Anmol Ceramic locates in ceramic art-city Morbi, INDIA. Anmol Ceramic specialises in exporting a Wall Tiles for many years in the world. Anmol Ceramic has won the trust and loyalty from its buyers and distributors by scientific management system, excellent staff, powerful R&D competence & production capacity, especially the competitive prices.
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                                    Stoneware Tile by Anmol Ceramic 

                                    Stoneware is a stone-effect collection inspired by the Irregularity of typical features of everyday life: the shadows of lines cast by the sun on a wall, a hedge made with the leaves of a plant, the vines that cover a wall, spacial soil that is created when rock is exposed to wind and rain, the appearance of gradually worn material etc. The reconstructed these situations and expressions of everyday life, using straight lines, on tiles designed exclusively for harmony.
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                                            ENHANCING STYLE OF HARMONIOUS SURFACES
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                                            1. Protect home exterior from heavy rain

                                            2. No more wall cracks on Wall
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                                            1. Designs without any loss of natural naunces interms of materials and colour shades.

                                            2. Digitally printed designs bringing in original character of natural materials

                                            3. Look home outlook beautiful for long time
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                                            1. Capturing the natural raw looks including the unprocessed  varying high depth uneven surface.

                                            2. Their versatile nature makes them adaptable to the insides of 
your spaces too
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                                            1. Optimum size of the individual tile. not very heavy, easy and safe to install in exterior walls.

                                            2. Easy to clean & maintain exterior walls
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                                    Thank you! Your submission has been received!
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                            Contact

                            +91 90990 41115


                            info@anmolceramic.com

                            8-A, National Highway, 

Lakhdhirpur Road, 

Near Metro City, Morbi - 363642,

(Gujarat - INDIA) 
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